A b s t r a c t. The present article outlines the beginnings of the dogma of one God in three Persons. Albeit its germ was already present in Jesus' teaching, its growth happened in conditions that were sometimes adverse. This is also testified to by the fact that the very notion and word "Trinity" (Trinitas) -as one more precise and distinguished from "Triad" (Triás) that was a little older -appeared only at the end of the 2 nd century. This development resulted from the Christians' absolute necessity, for they had to find a plane, on which faith in Jesus Christ as God's Son is in accordance with the truth that there is one God. The early twilight, or even disappearance of the Jewish Christianity current that was more sensitive to confessing a strict -that is numerical, and not only qualitative -unity of God, was marked by an influence of Greek philosophy. Its popular form was Middle Platonism combined with Stoicism that was mainly characterized by the teaching about the Word (ho Lógos), that is a divine intermediate being between God and the world that, by the way, was supposed to be created by Him. Its way to the Biblical theology was cleared by an Alexandrian Jew whose name was Philo, a Jesus's peer, and this way influenced the Christian thought as soon as the middle of the 2 nd century thanks to Justin, and then -to Origen and the Cappadocian Fathers. Even today it is a feature of history of Eastern theology, where the verdict of the First Council of Nicaea is an exception; and the verdict is not without a connection with the thought of Tertullian who worked in the Latin Carthage at the turn of the II and III centuries.
even in contrast with the Jewish Essenes, they took part in the prayers in the temple until its destruction in 70 AD by the army of Titus, and subsequently in the houses of prayer up until 85 AD, when Jews, worried by their growth, added a curse to their prayers: "Let the Nazarenes and the heretics be destroyed in a moment and let them be blotted out of the book of Life." 7 The expression of their image of Jesus in relation to the Father was the word ho País, "the Servant" 8 of God that alluded to Isaiah's prophecy about the innocent Servant of God (Jahvéh), who would expiate for the sins of the people with his suffering.
9 This teaching about the Son is present in an ancient treatise "Didachề tôn dồdeka apostólôn" ("The Teaching of the Twelve Apostles"), which was written at the end of the 1 st century, hence when the Apostle John was still alive and was writing his Gospel. According to its instructions, the consecration over the wine during the Mass was to be accompanied by the words: "We thank You, our Father, for the holy vine of David Your servant (Dauíd tou paidós sou), which You made known to usdiá Iêsoú tou paidós sou -through Jesus Your Servant; to You be the glory for ever."
10 This image of the bond between the Father and the Son used to be the main and almost exclusive trend until the second half of the 2 nd century, when emperor Hadrian expelled Jews after the fall of the Bar Kokhba revolt and Jerusalem, having been renamed Aelia Capitolina, became a Hellenic town with pagan temples and theatres.
It was when the theological factor of the Greek Christian origin, tinged with both philosophy and the Bible, came to the fore. The first kind of its work, except the letter, was the speech of defence (apología), written to fight against Christians' enemies aimed to the people to whom its authors wished to explain the accusations levelled against themselves. It is the moment when the "top-down" theology started to take over. Its point of departure was the eternal state of the Son of God, i.e. of the Word (ho Lógos), who "in the beginning … was -pros ton Theón -with God, and the Word was God (Theós)" [Jn 1:1]. The lack of the article ho before the word "God" in relation to the Son will be the reason for frail Hellenic imaginings, the results of which have been present there ever since. 11 7 Henry Chadwick, The Early Church (London: Penguin, 1993), 21. 8 Acts 3:13;26, 4:27;30. 9 Isa 52: 11. 10 No. 9 (v. 2) in Enchiridion patristicum, ed. Marie J. Rouët de Journel, no. 6. 11 Benedykt J. Huculak, "Jana Dunsa Szkota nauka o Osobie w Trójcy," Roczniki Teologii Dogmatycznej 3-58 (2011): 114-23. Even before that came to be, Jewish Christians annoyed a number of Hellenic Christians with observing the law of Moses. Therefore, after initial difficulties with coexistence 12 , Jews created separate groups. They called themselves ebioním ("the poor"), acquiring the Biblical, and prophetic term for the faithful part of the people, who did not rely on the possession of goods, but on Divine Providence. It was to them that the announced Anointed (ho Christós) would -euaggelísasthai -proclaim the Good News about salvation [Lk 4:18] . Meanwhile, their initial "bottom-up" theology, seen in the New Testament, took more and more extreme forms. After the expulsion from Judea, their number in fact decreased, but their herds existed in Syria until the 4 th century and later. Jerome, who went on to translate their "Gospel according to Hebrews," also came across them.
It is different from the four, canonical ones in that it highlights the authority of the Apostle James, bishop of Jerusalem and the whole of Judea 13 , who was Jesus's cousin -son of "his mother's sister, Mary the wife of Clopas" [Jn 19:25] , who was also called Alphaeus.
14 It seems closer to the Gospel of Mark. However, whereas the latter enjoyed the reverence of all Christians, the Gospel of ebioním was not accepted, mainly because according to it, Jesus would apparently be the son of Mary and Joseph, and His identity of the Christ would begin at the baptism in the Jordan, when He was anointed by the Spirit. Mark writes that "Jesus from Nazareth of Galilee" then "saw … the Spirit, like a dove, descending upon him. And a voice came from the heavens, 'You are my beloved Son; with you I am well pleased'" , while the Jewish Book has two specifications which made accepting it along the Gospels of Mark, Matthew and Luke, and, above all, the Gospel of John, impossible.
What is written there is that upon coming up out of the Jordan, Jesus "saw the Holy Spirit in the form of a dove which descended and entered into him. And there came a voice from heaven saying, 'Thou art my beloved Son, in thee I am well pleased,' and again, 'This day have I begotten thee.'" 15 The final words, taken from Psalm 2:7, were to indicate that the divine sonship of Jesus originated at that very day. This excludes His miraculous and virginal birth -according to Matthew and Luke -and even more so, His eternal existence, emphasized by John.
12 Acts 6:1, Gal 2:11-12. 13 Acts 12:17, 15:13-21. 14 Mk 3:18; 15:40, Gal 1:19. 15 Epiphanius, Panarion omnium haeresium, XXX, 
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Under this view, the Lord Jesus would be "the firstborn among many brothers" [Rom 8:29] in a bizarre sense -only as their leader and role model, perhaps bountifully endowed with the Holy Spirit, but this came to be their gift in the baptism as well, though in an unparallelled measure. Hence, this view would later be called adoptionism. It did not, however, allow for important Apostolic teachings, so that already in the 2 nd century, an image of Jesus as a mere role model had become insufficient for the totality of the faithful, and soon afterwards -unacceptable and heretic.
16 Almost simultaneously another error appeared. It stated that there were three modes (modi) of the one God's activity. It was the answer to a philosophicised image of the Son of God as the Word (ho Lógos), which may have been eternal, but subordinated to the Father, hence the view came to be known as subordinationism.
THEOLOGY ALIGNED WITH "LÓGOS"
What occurred at the turn of the 2 nd century, when Jews, expelled from Palestine by emperor Hadrian in 135 AD and spread across the vast territory of the Empire, began to compete with followers of Christianity in converting pagans, who were numerous, to the faith in one God. 17 This situation is depicted in the work The Dialogue with Trypho, which was written in Rome by a Greek Christian from Palestine called Justin in 160 AD. His fictional interlocutor says "When you say that this Christ existed as God before the ages, then that He submitted to be born and become man, yet that He is not man of man, this [assertion] appears to me to be not merely paradoxical, but also foolish."
18 An association with an image of two gods, even if the second one is dependent on the first, with whom he united his will, was unacceptable not only to a Jew, but also to any enlightened man. Hence, it seems odd that Justin should answer that Christ "reverting to the Scriptures … is called God, is distinct (héteros) [God] from Him who made all thingsnumerically (arithmồ), I mean, not distinct in will (gnồmati). For I affirm that He has never at any time done anything which He who made the world - 16 This belief, thanks to Origen, who also spoke of the Son as a second God (deutéros Theós), 20 tarnished the history of the Greek theology. 21 Soon afterward, however, Justin, jotting down his own reflections, realised their fragility and affirmed that both the Father and the Son ought to be so presented that they might not be imagined as separate being. He found the proper way in the teaching about the Word (ho Lógos), which in fact had been present in the Gospel of John, but in his land it had been acquired at the end of the 1 st century from Greek philosophy thanks to the Biblical scholar Philon, a Jew from Alexandria, who was slightly older than Jesus. 22 This doctrine had flourished in the Greek circles five hundred years before Christ.
Heraclitus of Ephesus was so troubled with the changes in the world, especially with such coming and going of things that they seemed to be flowing, which he indicated in the expression "pánta réi" ("everything flows"). Apart from these changes, he also discerned an unchanging factor that governed them as a driver reining in two bloody steeds. He called this factor of coherence Lógos (the Word). As a lot of Greek words 23 , this one also has a few meanings. The "uttered word" may be the original one, but the indirect one also comprises the notion that this word denotes, or a view contained in the utterance, hence the conceptual harmony, the context of what has been said. The word thus understood is the law of the mind of the world, the factor of an agreement between contradictions and constancy of changeable things. Man through his mind indeed participates in the light of the Word, but few realise it. They stop at the surface of phenomena, not trying to reach for their root and source.
In such a form the doctrine of the Word entered philosophy and two hundred years later, i.e. around 300 BC, it unfolded considerably thanks to the school of Zeno of Citium in Cyprus (336-264), whose members used to gather in the Painted Porch (Stoá Poikilề) by the divine Spirit (Pneúma). In order to stress that it is not mindless debris of details, he utilised the doctrine of the Word (Lógos), which transcends the world and governs it by means of its instrument -the Spirit. Having the mind, man participates in the Word, which illuminates him. This is called his internal word (lógos endiáthetos) -the notion which is distinct from voicing it (lógos prophorikós). Inheriting and enriching the doctrine of the Word, Stoics passed it on to the Platonists of the middle stage. For their part, they had in fact defined the highest and purely spiritual being as Noús (the Mind), but it would work in the world only by means of the Word (Lógos), which is the mediator between the pure, inaccessible (trascendens) and perfectly one spirit and the world, full of changes and diversity. The notion of the mediation amazed the learned Jew, Philon, who had lived on the verge of the old and new era in Alexandria. In the circle of the Greek culture of that region, he wished to make the Hebrew Book more accessible to the scholars outside Israel. In the doctrine of the Word, he noticed the point of contact with the Biblical doctrine about Wisdom (Sophía) that in the Old Covenant was perceived as a personal entity, coeternal with God [Prov 8:22] . For Philon, the Word is the principle of creation. 24 It is God's instrument and a mediator in this work -mainly seen as the prototype of the world. Philon calls it "God's image," His "firstborn son," as well as God, but in a derivative sense. Similar process, owing to Justin, would be initiated in the 3 rd century by Origen, Philon's fellow Alexandrian, and in the 4 th century by his admirers, the Cappadocians. If a Hellenic Jew, almost contemporary with Philon, Paul of Tarsus in Cilicia wrote that Jesus is "the image of the invisible God" [Col 1:15], or simply "the image of God (eikồn tou Theoú)" [2 Cor 4:4], he but expressed it in a deeper way than sketched by Philon. The Books of Wisdom and Proverbs were the backdrop for both, as it is there that the Biblical Wisdom is associated with the philosophy of the Word, while it itself is described as eikồn tês agathótêtos -the image of God's goodness [Wis 7:26] .
The notion of an image was useful to indicate the simultaneous unity and distinction, for, on the one hand, an image is not identical to the prototype and, on the other, it does partake in its identity, which it portrays. It is, as it were, a mirrored reflection of the prototype, hence in the Letter to the Hebrews, it is stated that the Son of God is "the refulgence (apaúgasma) of his glory, the very imprint (charaktềr) of his being" [Heb 1:3] . That is why we may The Judeo-Hellenic doctrine of the Wisdom and the Word was passed down to the Hellenic Christians, even though there had been other attempts to describe the bond between the Father and the Son in such a way that they might express Jesus's divinity without identifying Him with the Father. They are found in the "Second Epistle of Clement" from the period from 130 to 150, according to which the Son before Incarnation had been a spirit (pneúma), thus He had had the same existential tissue as the Father. This originated in light of the Lord's words: "God is Spirit (pneúma)" [Jn 4:24] . A mysterious Hermas developed this idea in the middle of the 2 nd century in a work called "The Shepherd." He presented the Son as an advocate -a messenger (ággelos) of God -because He is His representative and embodiment. Among a number of events of this kind, the special one took place when Moses was tending the flock of his father-in-law at the foot of Horeb. "There a malák Jahvéh -an angel (messenger) of the Lord [whose name was Jahvéh] (ággelos Kyríou) appeared to him in fire flaming out of a bush … . Bush, though on fire, was not consumed. … When the Lord saw him coming over to look at it more closely, God called out to him from the bush, 'Moses! Moses!'" [Ex 3:2;4]. It was in fact a messenger (angel) that appeared in the bush, but it was God who spoke. Therefore, for him the messenger in question was a representative, with whom God mysteriously indentified Himself.
What transpires here is that the messenger is not an inferior, servile spirit, but God the Father's plenipotentiary, His alter ego -the embodiment thereof, His representative in a much more perfect way than the one the Austrian emperor had in his Kronprinz, crown prince, in the person of his eldest son and heir to the throne. Just as the Lord Jesus had been announced as the prophet above any other prophet, so too is He the peculiar and only messenger (ággelos). It was accurately pointed out in the Letter to the Hebrews: "[He, the Son has become] as far superior to the angels (messengers) as the name he has inherited is more excellent than theirs" [Heb 1:4]. He has become the Kýrios -the Lord (in Hebrew: Adonái), which indicated God's proper name Jahvéh ("the Existing One"). God the Father at the moment of the resurrection "bestowed on him the name that is above every name, that at the [new] name of Jesus every knee should bend, … and every tongue confess that Jesus Christ is Lord (Kýrios), to the glory of God the Father," [Phil 2:9-11] which is not belittled by the dignity of the Son, as it is the very same glory that shines from one Divine Being. Now, in contrast to the "Messenger" consubstantial with the Father that the Son is, other "messengers" are "ministering spirits (leitourgiká pneúmata) sent to serve, for the sake of those who are to inherit salvation" [Heb 1:14] . This consideration allowed the original Christians to discern that His eternal Son was the object of God's theophanies in the Old Covenant (theophaníai), before He assumed human nature in "the fullness of time" [Gal 4:4] . They felt that God the Father had been inaccessible, and it had been His Son that appeared to the patriarchs and to Moses.
Justin asserts that God, who spoke to Moses out of the bush, as well as the "messenger," who appeared in the flame, is one and only divine Being, but should be distinguished from God the Creator and the Lord of the Universe.
25 It pertains to all God's epiphanies in the times of the Old Covenant, about which Justin says: "It will not be the Creator of all things … who has been shown to have manifested Himself to Abraham and to Isaac and to Jacob; who also is called and is perceived to be the Angel (ággelos) of God the Maker of all things, because He publishes to men the commands of the Father and Maker of all things." 26 The subordination (subordinatio) of the Son to the Father visible here should not be surprising, as the primitive theology -as well as the doctrine of Irenaeus about the Son and the Spirit as two hands of God 27 (ca 185) -would touch on the history of salvation only, which constitutes the content of the Bible, including the New Testament.
They were clearly aware that these outlines that made them think of an image of two Gods, one subordinated to the other, are not appropriate to express Christian doctrine about God, i.e. reconcile the unshaken faith in the one and only God with the doctrine about the Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit, which was at the core of liturgy, starting from baptism. 28 One way, however, did seem promising -the Biblical and Hellenic doctrine about the Word-Wisdom, which Justin had pointed out.
In the second half of the 2 nd century, it was clear for almost all the Christian speaking Greeks, owing to the popular Platonic doctrine, that the Lógos (the Word) mediates between the pure and otherworldly divine spiritthe Mind (Noús) -and the world characterised by multiplicity and diversity. Influenced by this, Justin wrote: "God begat before all creatures a Beginning, who was a certain rational power (dýnamin logikền)," which in the Bible is called "now the Son, again Wisdom, again an Angel, then God, and then Lord and Logos; … For He can be called by all those names, since He ministers to the Father's will and since He was begotten of the Father by an act of will." 29 It is not, however, substantially separated or distinguished from Him, which is seen in an example of the human word. When we utter it, we, as it were, give birth to it, but not by means of separation, which would reduce the word (or the notion) in us.
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Justin alludes to a then popular distinction between the internal word, the notion (lógos endiáthetos), and the same word that has been uttered (lógos prophorikós). He wishes to stress that God has His Word, His wisdom, but He does not lose Him, when He utters Him externally as the Power mediating between Him and the world; just as man is not robbed of a notion that he has expressed externally, uttering the word that it denotes. 
FROM DITHEISM TO MODALISM
A philosophical explanation of the conformity between the doctrine about the incarnate Son of God (christología) and the truth about one God (monotheismós, or more often monarchía) did not satisfy all theologians, and not only Judeo-Christians, but also Greeks. In their Biblical sensitivity and reverence for the Apostolic doctrine, they were surprised at pushing God in a nether world (transcendentia), because that implied introducing a second, inferior god, who would take care of the work of creation directly. First and foremost, however, they wanted to protect the truth about one God, which was then commonly indicated by the word monarchía, denoting one (monề) source of origin (archề), or, secondarily, the authority of one God.
Generally speaking, almost all Christians accepted this truth, but some more literally than others. A lot of Eastern theologians explicated the doctrine about two or three divine Subjects in such a way that despite their good intentions, they did not seem to realise that their arguments approximated a view that there might be two (dy-theismós) or three (tri-theismós) gods, ordered in such a way that the Father is a God in the fullest sense.
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The objection of the monarchians to the adherents of the philosophicised theology of the Word also stemmed from the fact that the Church had been fighting with gnosis, in which some Christian elements had been inscribed in the frame of Plato's dualism. Under it, however, the Creator of the worldor, according to the Bible, God -ceases to be the giver of salvific knowledge (gnồsis). His place it taken by an extremely more perfect and completely otherworldly God. The main work of , which is known as Adversus haereses ("Against Heresies"), but is in fact titled "On the Detection and Overthrow of the So-Called Gnosis" (Élegchos kai anastrophề tês pseudonymous gnồseos) is directed against them.
Irenaeus and the theologians of the Church used to contrast the doctrine about "one authority (monarchía)" of one God, who had both created the visible and invisible world and saved the whole man -not just the soul, which was what gnostics claimed, for whom the body, as the despised material element, was but the soul's prison. Modalists, in turn, who stated that the names of "the Father," "the Sons," and "the Spirit" indicated the modes (modi) of the activity of one and the same divine subject that followed one another, asserted that the Bible was in their favour, because God had spoken through Isaiah: "It is I, I the Lord; there is no savior (Sồzôn) but me." [Isa 43:11] . And elsewhere: "So [the Lord (Kýrios-Jahvéh)] became their savior (sôtêrían) in their every affliction. It was not a messenger or an angel, but -autos Kýrios ésôsén autoús -He Himself who saved them. Because of His love and pity He redeemed them himself" . The similar message is found in the Book of Baruch, where we have an additional outline of the announcement of the incarnate Son: "Such is our God; no other is to be compared to him: He has traced out all the way of understanding (epistêmềs), and has given her to Jacob, his servant, to Israel, his beloved son. Since then she has appeared on earth, and moved among men" . The Apostle John expressed the fulfillment of these words in the Lord Jesus Christ, when he wrote: "And the Word became flesh and made his dwelling among us, and we saw his glory" [Jn 1:14] .
Noetus of Smyrna, a town on the west coast of Asia Minor, articulated this concern. In the second half of the 2 nd century, he was a bishop there, and a close successor of Polycarp -a disciple of the John Apostle. Noetus desired to protect the inviolable and preliminary truth about one God, whence the substantial identity of God the Creator and Redeemer in Jesus Christ must have resulted. In his opinion, the names of "the Father" and "the Son" did not signify two separate beings, but one divine being that is called in a different way depending on the circumstances. The name of "the Son" pertains to the incarnate God, who was begotten, because thus God became visible and passible. The name of "the Father," on the other hand, refers to God as unbegotten and impassible. He remains as such even after the Incarnation, as it is but superimposed on His eternal being in time and space, without changing it. Both of the names of "the Father" and "the Son" would not then point to a factual difference (realis), but to the modes (modi), whereby one God is perceived in given circumstances. Hence this view was later called modalism.
It seemed to Noetus that in this way he would defend not only the message of the Old Covenant about one true God, but also the New Testament, in which Jesus Himself announces: "The Father and I -hen esmén -are one" [Jn 10:30] or later, answering Philip's question: "'Master, show us the Father, and that will be enough for us.' Jesus said to him, 'Have I been with you for so long a time and you still do not know me, Philip? Whoever has seen me has seen the Father. How can you say, Show us the Father? Do you not believe that I am in the Father and the Father is in me?'" .
Noetus retained the Biblical truth about one and true God, clarifying that God had revealed Himself as man in Jesus, who suffered and accomplished salvation in human nature. Thus, Noetus distanced himself from both the duality present in the ideas of Christian Gnostics and the polytheism (polytheismós) spread among pagans. Even though this commentary heeded the testimonies of the New Covenant to various degrees, it did appear concise and lucid, so it won some people over. Its weakness started to become apparent toward the end of the century, when it was transferred to the principal cultural centres of the Empire, to Rome, Alexandria and Carthage there that theologians who distinguished the divine Subjects lectured; especially in the East, they might have also ordered them according to the seeming degree of their divinity.
To this group, after Justin, belonged: in Rome -Hippolytus, who wrote in Greek and came from the East; in Carthage -the great Tertullian; and afterwards in Alexandria -half a century younger Origen, who, through his disciple Gregory the Miracle-Worker, Eusebius of Caesarea and the Cappadocian Fathers, would become the main teacher of the Greek Church 34 on a par with Augustine in the Latin West.
At the beginning of the 3 rd century, both movements met, which proves that not only mutual criticism of the weaknesses of the rival must have taken place, but also the revision of one's one theory ensued in order to the elements under attack might be shown in a new way and protected by new arguments. The opponents had sketched the interlocutors' views inasmuch as a biased way that the resulting image was unsustainable. For instance, the writers who stressed the Divine oneness accused the supporters of the Lógos that they tried to introduce two gods (dytheismus) by means of their wideranging approach. They, however, stood in for criticism for their supposed claim that God the Father had suffered on the cross (patripassionismus).
The teaching of Noetus was brought to Rome by his deacon Epigonus. Afterwards, also his disciple Cleomenes, who at the beginning of the 3 rd century founded a school, worked there, possible with the consent of Pope Zephyrinus and his deacon and subsequent successor -Callixtus. The Libyan Sabellius joined this circle and soon became famous thanks the his movement called Sabellianoí. His popularity increased not necessarily due to the news of his exclusion from the Church in 218 by Callixtus, but rather to his followers' diffusion into the Greek Africa, i.e. to Egypt and Libya, where they countered the deep-seated Origen's idea of the three grades of divine beings (hypostáseis).
especially in regard to the mystery of Incarnation. The works of Lucian of Antioch, living in the second half of the 3 rd century, who was considered master by Arius and Eusebius of Nicomedia, followed the paths of Origen, whose activity, prone to numerous influences, had taken over the entire Greek East with its centres in Caesarea Palestinae and Alexandria alike. Epiphanius, Panarion, no 63; Manilo Simonetti, La crisi ariana nel IV secolo (Rome: Augustinianum, 1975), 20-1. 34 It was Gregory the Miracle-Worker, the direct and zealous disciple of Origen in Caesarea Maritima who transferred Origenism to Cappadocia, where he would be the teacher. Basil and his friend Gregory of Nazianzus went as far as to compile a collection of the works of their Alexandrian master that they called "The Love of the Beautiful (Philokalía)." On the other hand, one of the few early theologians who opposed Origen was Methodius of Olympus in Phrygia, who lived around the second half of the 3 rd century.
There was yet another modalist called Praxeas who made his way into the very Latin Africa's capital, Carthage. However, he met here an outstanding theologian, Terullian 35 , who already at the end of the 2 nd century had had the opportunity of lecturing on the truth about the Trinity and Incarnation so accurately that is has in fact remained untouched ever since. Meanwhile, the Origenic Greek East had hardly managed to reach a minimal level of elucidation of the key first mystery at the end of the 4 th century, and it took them even longer, to the middle of the 5 th century, to deal with the second one. It is true that at the beginning of the 2 nd century, a Greek-speaking theologian of the East origin called Hippolytus 36 worked in Rome, but he was much younger than Tertullian, more or less same age as Origen, who, on top of that, living the capital of the empire and getting to know the "the most ancient church of Rome," 37 met Jerome in 212, and being full of admiration, desired to listen to his sermon.
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Just as the previous Greek writers of the Lógos school, especially Justin and Theophilus, Hippolytus not only distinguished, like Origen, three subjects in the Divinity, but he also perceived them as separate beings, ordered according to their essence, which would later be called subordinationism. Due to the fact that at that time, and even as long as till the middle of the 4 th century, the Holy Spirit had been spoken of sparingly and vaguely 39 , thus it concerned mainly the relation of the Son to the Father. Hence, Pope Callixtus, contemporary with Hippolytus, called him dýtheos -a confessor of two gods. Driven by a bizarre zeal that occurred to Basil among other 35 Jerome, who was a man of few words as for praises, especially for Latin authors, wrote of him as "the greatest Latin writer of African provinces," who "was a man of perspicuous and powerful mind. " Jerome, De viris illustribus, no. 53 38 " [Hippolytus] wrote some commentaries on the Scriptures, … and an exhortation 'On the praise of our Lord and Saviour,' in which he indicates that he spoke in the church in the presence of Origen." Jerome, De viris, no. 61. 39 John N. Kelly, Early Christian Doctrines: Revised Edition (New York, HarperOne, 1978), 126; Simonetti, La crisi, 6, 11 and 502: "La monade divina (Dio Padre) si sviluppa in una diade e, là dove si ha conscienza anche della funzione -se non della persona -dello Spirito santo, in una traide ... Origene..., sia pur a fatica, inserisce in questo schema anche lo Spirito santo, attribuendogli specigici e limitati computi (ispirazione delle sacre scritture, santificazione dei fedeli) ... . Fino al 360 la questione dibattuta fu soltano intorno alla realzione Figlio-Padre, sezna apprezzabile ripercussione sullo Spirito santo. Dopo il 360 invece, a seguito dell'insorgere della questione dello Spirito santo, si può finalmente paralare di teologia nel senso specifico della parola."
Greek followers of Meletius, Hippolytus on the other hand, accused Callixtus of Sabellianism 40 , distorting, however, his teaching, which -according to the biblically-founded Western sense -stresses the oneness of the Divine being.
41 Indeed, Callixtus, in the same way as his predecessor Zephyrinus, kept the balance between two extremes -a separative and grading doctrine of the Word, whereby only Father 42 would be the only necessary God, and modalism, which was proved by the fact of the excommunication of Sabellius by Callixtus.
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On the whole, Hippolytus was not much of a creative theologian, but rather an investigator of the Tradition 44 , especially the Biblical one, because he was the first to initiate the custom of continual explanation of the Biblical text, book by book and sentence by sentence, which would skyrocket in the region of the Greek language thanks to Origen and John of Antioch, also known as Chrysostom (Chrysóstomos, "golden-mouthed"). 45 In his theology, 40 Hippolytus, Refutatio omnium haeresium IX, 12:16-19; X, 27:3-4. 41 It was expressed in a clearer way several dozen years ago in a letter by Pope Dionysius to his namesake, bishop of Alexandria, who had been accused of separating the Trinity into three gods and Their gradation. Dionysius of Egypt had not only been Origen's disciple and his successor as the head of didaskáleion, a catechetical school in Alexandria, but also such an ardent propagator of his doctrine that -according to Basil (Epistulae IX, 2) -his very own commentary on the Trinity made way for Arius's error. Kelly, Early Christian Doctrines, [134] [135] This view, mainly because of Origen, would last in Greek theology; cf. Gregory of Nazianzus, Oratio XXIX, Theological III. "De Filio" I, n. 2, http://www.newadvent.org/fathers/ 310229.htm [November 6, 2016] : "But Monarchy [divine unity…] is that which we hold in honour. It is, however, a Monarchy that is not limited to one Person, for it is possible for Unity if at variance with itself to come into a condition of plurality; but one which is made of an equality of nature [of Subjects] (phýseôs homotimía) and a Union of mind, and an identity of motion, and a convergence of its elements to unity (pros to hen tôn ex autoú sýnneusis)"; John Damascene, De fide orthodoxa I, ch. 8 "De Sancta Trinitate", http://www.newadvent.org/fathers/33041.htm [November 6, 2016] : "Wherefore we do not speak of three Gods, the Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit, but rather of one God, the holy Trinity, the Son and Spirit being referred to one cause, and not compounded or coalesced according to the synaeresis of Sabellius." 43 Hippolytus, Refutatio IX, [11] [12] It is evident in his work Traditio apostolica. His another merit was the presentation of errors opposed to the Tradition, which he described in the book titled Refutatio omnium haeresium, also known as Philosophoúmena. 45 His "Commentary on the Book of Daniel" is the oldest work of Christian Biblical writings. Jerome, in the above mentioned chapter about Origen and his meeting with Hippolytus in Rome, adds: "Ambrosius, who we have said was converted by Origen from the heresy of Marcion, to the true faith [cf. no. 56] , urged Origen to write, in emulation of Hippolytus, commentaries on the Scriptures, offering him seven, and even more secretaries, and their expenses, and an equal number of copyists, and what is still more, with incredible zeal, daily exacting work from him, on which account Origen, in one of his epistles, calls him his 'Taskmaster (ergodióktês).'" Jerome, De viris, 165 he borrowed heavily from the truly rich doctrine of Irenaeus of Lyon -who was a Greek settled in the West as well -who, with regard to the Trinity, had not accepted the philosophicised theology of the Word, which was steeped in cosmology, rather than the idea of salvation that was attainable in Jesus Christ. 46 The Lógos, on the other hand, had become the summary of Gnostic aeons -timeless indirect beings that God supposedly needed to create the world. They, nonetheless, were but phenomena (phainómena) of one mediator.
47 Therefore, Irenaeus stood by the Biblical image of God, who creates the world and man for His glory, thanks to the Son and the Spirit 48 , using them as if they had been His hands. 49 Hippolytus moderately added to his commentary the ideas borrowed from the apologists who shared the Platonic and stoic philosophy of the Lógos.
Caught up in the dispute, both parties -modalists and philosophical subordinationists, for whom only Father was God -started to moderate their beliefs by making their ideas more precise and perfected in order to get rid of the reasons for slander on the part of their opponents. Now, modalists, concerned about the accusation of patripassianism, refined the understanding of the words "Father and "Son." They asserted that with regard to Jesus Christ, who is both God and man, the word "Son" means the human element, for the body (sarx) is given life by the rational soul, whereas its divine element -the spirit (pnéuma) -goes by the name "Father." Obviously, these attempts could not win over the theologians of the Word. Among those there were some who realised that they multiplied and graded divine beings, but few got worried -even Origen almost half a century later -except the Latin Tertullian of Carthage. 49 Irenaeus, Adversus haereses IV, preaf. 4; 20:3; V 1-6; Irenaeus, Demonstratio apostolicae praedicationis, no. 11.
TERTULLIAN
He was born around 160 in the capital of central-west Africa, which became not only the cradle of Christian literature in the Latin languageincluding the oldest translation of Scripture -but also the place of origin of the earliest Latin liturgy. 50 Before the destruction of this fertile garden of life and Catholic thought in the 5 th century by the Germanic Vandals, who professed Arianism, and the subsequent flood of Islam, it had become the place of the unravelling of Augustine's mind, which would last for centuries. Tertullian also spoke Greek fluently, thanks to which he had a profound insight into the works of the theologian of the East -from Justin to Theophilus to Irenaeus of Smyrna, bishop of Lyon.
Some scholars count Tertullian as a theologian of the Lógos, because his main work on the Trinity was written against a modalist, Praxeas, speaking of the Son and the Spirit as independent subjects. The same had been done, however less profoundly because of its pastoral character 51 , by Irenaeus, who was older and had not wished to stand by the authors philosophicising about the Word. 52 Tertullian was careful in a similar way. His moderation became the golden mean between the Platonic and stoic concept of the Word as a secondary god (theós) 53 -also called "second god" (deutéros theós) 54 -who was 50 Antoni J. Nowowiejski, Msza święta, vol. I (Warszawa: Antyk, 2001), 134. 51 A shorter, above mentioned Irenaeus's work entitled "The Demonstration of the Apostolic Preaching" is a special example. It centres the teaching around two fundamental truths -the Trinity and Incarnation. It has catechetic features and proves the authenticity of the Gospel by means of excerpts from the Old Testament. 52 Kelly, Early Christian Doctrines, 104: "Their thought was more influenced by [the Platoinclined Jew] Philon than John [the Apostle]… although [Irenaeus] was more of a self-conscious churchman than they, more openly attached to and more ready to parade the Church's threefold 'rule of faith', the framework of his thinking remained substantially the same as theirs."
53 It was Justin who first misused the Gospel of John, whose Prologue states: "The Word was with God, and -Theós ền Lógos -the Word was God" [Jn 1:1]. He pointed out that the Word is called theós without the definite article, in contrast to the Father referred to as ho Theós (in the accusative: ton Theón), which was to denote that only the Father is God in the strict sense, and the Son (the Word) -in a generalised, thus secondary way. However, a misunderstanding occurred here, because the word theós in relation to the word "Word" is not a subject, but a predicate (praedicatum), hence if one wished, for instance, to prematurely state that that Father of Jesus, whom the Gospels speak about, was God, he would say in Greek: ho Patềr estin Theós, i.e. without the article. Despite what should have been clear, Origen would do the same as Justin, who, on top of that, had not hesitated to call the Son deutéros theós (the second god): Origen, De principiis I, 2:13. 54 Origen, Contra Celsum V, 39; Origen, De principiis I, 2:13.
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supposedly indispensible for the one God in the strict sense (ho Theós) 55 to create the world as His dêmiourgós -and modalism, which excluded the factual differentiation between the three divine subjects. Tertullian was far from the former extreme in that he, for instance, ruled out the substantial "distinction" (diversitas) between the Son and the Father. 56 On the other hand, he distanced himself from the other extreme by teaching about three divine subjects, factually and simultaneously distinct from one another. They are tres cohaerentes -the Three closely connected. 57 Tertullian had then become the follower of Irenaeus 58 , whose demonstration -in fact, the first attunement of Christian doctrine -he borrowed, deepened and unfolded more than Hippolytus. What was the condition and guarantee of this heritage and growth was the sensitivity to the criterionthe "rule of faith" (regula fidei) -which was constituted by the principle of the Apostolic Tradition, which had unwaveringly lived in the Church thanks to the uninterrupted stream of sacramental succession (successio) of bishops, reaching back to the very source, to the Apostles of the Lord Jesus Christ. This principle, which Irenaeus described in the third part of his main work 59 , Tertullian demonstrated as the first one in a separate treatise entitled "De praescriptione haereticorum" ("The Prescription against Heretics"). "The most sacred teaching of the Church of God, as Pope Dionysius put it in the 3 rd century, is the sacred unity [of the divine Trinity] (he hagía mónas), which is to hágion kềrygma tês monarchías -the most sacred teaching of the one power," 60 i.e. the oneness of God in the Trinity, and not only the Father as the supposed only God in the strict sense.
Ahead of the history of the Church, especially the Greek one, Tertullian arrived at such an approach to the two key truths 61 that he had explained their essence almost two hundred years before the Christian East worked out similar formulae, because this reference to three Subjects was in a way agreed upon there as late as the 4 th century during the council of eastern bishops in Constantinople (381) -later affirmed as ecumenical, and the truth about Incarnation in the middle of the 5 th century during the Council of Chalcedon (451).
What is telling is that it was Tertullian that used the word Trinitas for the very first time. He had coined it to denote the mystery of God. It was not an ordinary transfer of the Greek Triás, which had been used earlier by Theophilus of Antioch 62 to signify a pretty primitive image. This word was used in informal speech to denote the number "three," similarly as the Polish word "trójka," or Russian "trojka," often used with reference to the group of three horses, therefore its Latin translation would not be "trinitas," but "terna" or "ternarium" (or English "ternary"). In contrast, "trinitas" conveys both triality and unity, for which reason Tertullian coined it.
What is more important, however, he also accurately expressed this Divine unity and triality, proving them non-contradictory in two different fields which they belong to. The first one refers to Divine substance (substantia), while the second one to Persons (Personae), who are mutually united by the bond of procession: "The connection of the Father in the Son, and of the Son in the Paraclete [the Holy Spirit], as he writes, produces three coherent Persons, who are yet distinct One from Another (alterum ex altero). These Three are one (unum) essence, not one (unus) Person." 63 Therefore, "you ought to understand Him [God] to be another, I have already explained, on the ground of Personality (persona), not of Substance (substantia) -in the way of distinction, not of division."
64
It is impossible to overestimate the fact the Tertullian used the word persona to denote three divine subjects. The word had been present in Old Latin, including the unequalled Roman law, where it signified an individual man -a human, thus mainly spiritual, conscious and free being. The Greek East, however, did not arrive at the concept of the person, even in the works of Plato and Aristotle; nevertheless, its essence was denoted spontaneously by the word prósôpon, whose primary meaning was the "face,"
62 Theophilus of Antioch, Ad Autolycum II, 15. The Triás in question is God, the Word and Wisdom, yet the latter is, just as in the case of other apologists that make use of the name "Spirit," presented vaguely. John N. Kelly, Early Christian Doctrines, 126. 63 Tertullian, Adversus Praxeam, no. 25. 64 Ibid., no. 12.
works -he lived in Rome and spoke Latin well. 71 Staying within the Greek output, he was unable to equal the depth of Tertullian's insight, which is proved by the fact that, unlike his fellow from Carthage, he never spoke of "three Persons," mainly because he did not consider the Spirit as such. 72 A frequently, and too naively, repeated error is a partial misconception that the word prósôpon denotes the "mask," for it had a different name in Greek. 73 One of the most notable expert on this issue, George Prestige, having studied and researched it thoroughly, had to "sa[y] at once, in passing, that no ancient Father until Basil uses the word prósôpon in this sense of mask. When the word is employed to describe the Persons of the Trinity, it means, not a transitory and superficial presentation, but simply and individual [subject] ."
74 Hence, it transpires that Basil suspecting the word pró-sôpon (person) of a Sabellian and theatrical meaning of the mask, as well as "the word's alleged consequent discredit in [Eastern] theology, with which modern text-books make so great a play, both seem to be pure legend." 75 The most ancient Greek dramatists themselves did not have masks in mind when, introducing their works, they enumerated the characters, oftentimes historical ones, of the events presented on stage. 76 Just as it happens in modern theatre, so too they called them Ta tou drámatos prósôpa -persons of the drama. 77 Tertullian got to penetrate the dense darkness and even if he here and there expressed his opinion in a slightly different way than it would be affirmed later, he should not be at all discredited since the doctrine of faith was then in its germ form. The fact is that he said that the Word, who had eternally been with the Father, also known as the Wisdom, assumed the name of the Son only with regard to the creation of the world, yet it was in fact aligned with traditional theology -worked out mainly by Irenaeus -and was conditioned by Paul's words: "Then comes the end [of this world], when [Christ] hands over the kingdom to his God and Father, … . For [Christ] must reign until he has put all his enemies under his feet. … When everything is subjected to him, then the Son himself will also be subjected to the one who subjected everything to him, so that God [the Father] (ho Theós) may be all in all" .
Therefore it had seemed that what resulted from this was that the perceivable personhood of the incarnate Son will end after the final judgement, and that it had lasted not only from the moment of Incarnation, but since the beginning of the world, because "All things came to be through him [the Word], and without him nothing came to be" [Jn 1:3] . The state of the perceptivity of the Word would then be linked with the history of the world and, thus, Tertullian would call His autonomy the "perfect nativity," which was connected to the predicate "Son."
78 At the end of the world -after the last judgement -the Second Person will not disappear, but what will end will be His perceptivity, harmonised with the history of the word (oikonomía), which was to serve as the backdrop for the mystery of the Trinity. 79 Tertullian links this end with the return to the name "Wisdom," which the Word had before the work of creation. 80 Explanations of older theologians, like Justin, Theophilus and Irenaeus, were similar, but less profound. The subsequent concept of eternal generation would then prove lucky to Origen -one of the few elements of his output within the limits of orthodox doctrine. The detail in question was not fruit of genius, but an obviousness in relation to Origen's view that not only God, but also spiritual beings (logiká) -angels and souls -were eternal and, on top of that, the world had no beginning.
81 Nevertheless, these ideas were condemned by bishops many times as extraneous to Christian doctrine since the beginning of the 3 rd century.
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78 Tertullian, Adversus Praxeam, no. 7; Tertullian, Adversus Hermogenem, no. 3 . 79 Benedykt J. Huculak, Najświętsza Trójca na tle dzieła zbawczego (Kalwaria Zebrzydowska: Calvarianum, 2000) . 80 Tertullian, Adversus Praxeam, no. 7. 81 Kelly, Early Christian Doctrines, 131: "As it [doctrine of the Trinity] is formulated by Origen, however, the underlying structure of thought is unmistakably borrowed from contemporary Platonism. A striking illustration of this is the fact that, in addition to the Son or Word, he conceived of the whole world of spiritual beings (what he called logikoí or noés) as being coeternal with the Father. Indeed, their relation to the Word is precisely parallel to that of the Word, at a higher level, to the Father; they are images of Him, as He is of the Father, and in their degree are equally entitled to be called gods. The reason for this is the axiom, which Origen picked up from middle Platonism, that the Father must always have had a world on which to exercise His power; but its effect is to undermine the Christian idea of a Triune God Who transcends the contingent order." 82 The first ones to have done that were Melito of Sardis, Peter of Alexandria and Eustathius of Antioch. * Here, the truth about the Trinity was summarised using the expression una subtantia, tres personae (one substance, three persons). It had happened almost two hundred years before Basil in the East put forward a less valid formula in the form mía ousía, treís hypostáseis, which at best could stand for "one substance, three substantial beings," were we to accept that the neo--Platonic hypóstasis corresponds to the Aristotelian ousía prồtê (the first substance), i.e. the given being, and not the genus that an individual belongs to, which Aristotle in turn called "the second substance" (ousía deutéra), i.e. the generalised one. 95 This, however, need not be obvious, as since time immemorial in Greek both words have been used interchangeably as synonyms, which we can find not only in Origen's works, where he distinguished divine subjects with regard to "hypostases" and "substances" (ousía), or "the underlying thing" (hypokeímenon), 96 but also in the declaration of the Council of Nicaea (325): "But those who say that there was a time when the Son was not, … [or that He] is of another substance or essence (ex hetéras hypostáseôs ê ousías) [from the Father] … the Catholic and apostolic Church, your mother and our mother, anathematizes." 97 We may speak of the theological genius of not only Origen in the East, or subsequently Augustine in the West, but also -or even mainly -in the case of their predecessor Tertullian of Latin Africa. Despite his problems in the Church, it must be stressed that, compared to Augustine's Manichean period, they were of mere legal dimension, where it was Origen who had gone astray in faith.
In the doctrine of the Trinity, neither Origen nor even Augustine, who indeed slightly deepened his teachings, indicating the already described links of the procession of the Persons (alterum ex altero) 98 thanks to the notion of relation (relatio) 99 , surpassed Tertullian. What is telling is also the fact that 95 Huculak, "Jana Dunsa Szkota," 117-19. 96 with regard to the Incarnation of the Son, which is the second key truth of Christians, Tertullian anticipated Eastern theologians for almost two and a half centuries. It was not until the middle of the 5 th century that at the Council of Chalcedon they painstakingly, having to resort to the help of the West, and especially to Pope Leo, arrived at the formula equal to the one of Tertullian. Again, neither his Punic compatriot Augustine, nor Pope Leo added much to it.
It was, however, Origen who would become the Eastern oracle of the doctrine of the Trinity. His image of three Divine beings (hypostáses), graded by the degree of divinity, starting from the Father -the only God in the strict sense (ho Theós) -had got slightly improved by Basil in the second half of the 4 th century. Influenced by Athanasius, who was closer to the Latins, Basil agreed on the equality of the subjects in Divine venerability (homotimía). It was expressed by the Constantinopolitan Creed, in which the Eastern bishops -summoned by the Byzantine emperor Theodosius in the summer of 381 -do not profess directly that the Holy Spirit is God, but they do it indirectly, stating that He is "the Lord and Giver of life, who proceeds from the Father 100 , and to syn Patrí kai Hyi sym-proskynoúmenon kai syndoxazómenon -who together with the Father and the Son is worshiped and glorified" [DS 150] .
The tension between the Latin trend of Tertullian and the Greek one of Origen manifested itself in the West at the end of the 12 th century. The Fourth Council of Lateran in 1215 had declared against the treatise "which Abbot Joachim [of Fiore] published against Master Peter Lombard on the unity or essence of the Trinity, calling him heretical and senseless because in his 'Sentenceshe' said: 'Since it is a most excellent reality (quaedam summa res) -the Father, and the Son, and the Holy Spirit ...' Thus he (Joachim) declares that Peter Lombard implies not so much a Trinity as a quaternity in God, namely the three Persons and that common essence as a fourth, openly protesting that there is no matter which is the Father and the Son and the Holy Spirit [simultaneously], [and their] unity of this kind is not true and 
